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In recent conversations from various aviation groups, the FAA announced that they wanted to eliminate expiration dates on flight 
instructor certificates.  These are the only certificates the FAA issues that have an expiration date on them.  The agency says that 
its costly to provide new certificates each year and is unnecessary.

The FAA is proposing a recency of experience requirement instead of other renewal methods.  Recency of experience in the mind 
of the FAA  equivalent to “Active Instructor”.  An active instructor is one who has recommended at least one student for a practical 
test within two years.  At first industry greeted this with a “Don’t Do It Approach”.  It was pointed out to FAA that there are a lot of 
instructors who are actively teaching who are not recommending applicants for practical tests.  There are check airmen, 141 stage 
check personnel, flight reviews, IPCs, airplane checkouts, mock practical tests, ground instruction and more. 

In addition, the Fight Instructor Refresher Clinic, we call FIRC providers were also unhappy.  They would soon be out of business.

This caused the FAA to clarify their position.  If a flight instructor can’t meet the requirements for renewal by being active, then they 
can always renew every two years by passing a FIRC.

It will still diminish the revenue for FIRC providers, as there will be a new way to keep the certificate valid, but I think a lot of people 
who no longer teach or do it rarely will definitely go the FIRC route.

FAA LOOKING TO ELIMINATE EXPIRATION DATES ON FLIGHT 
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POWER HOUR LESSON SCHEDULE

Cross-Country IFR 
- Creating a workable plan using Foreflight.

Compass Acceleration and Turning Errors.
- Finally explained 

Click here to register.

Operating at high elevation airports.
- Practical tips and quick calculations.
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CFI CERTIFICATE EXPIRATION DATES PLANNED TO BE ELIMINATED  - CONTINUED

CFI BOOTCAMP 
PRODUCT UPDATES

So how will this look?  Well, they will start by having a legal statement to something 
like, “All current Flight Instructor Certificates that are Unexpired remain valid indefi-
nitely as long as the flight instructor meets the recency of experience requirements 
or graduates from a FIRC”.  This will probably require a rule change, so we’ll see when 
this can really happen.

The FAA doesn’t intend to track compliance with the new rule, but there will be a re-
quirement for the flight instructor to keep a record of how they are maintaining recency 
of experience or proof of graduating from a FIRC.

I don’t have a good sense of when this is going to happen as the rulemaking process 
can be quick, which is rare, or long, which is common.

Have questions in regards to product up-
dates, expected release dates, and or new 
arrivals? This section here will hopeful-
ly put your questions to rest. This is the 
latest news in regards to CFI Bootcamp’s 
Authorized Products.  

CFI Workbook: 
The Second Edition of our CFI Workbook 
is now available.  Interactive, with an 
embedded Quizzing feature. 

Purchase now.

CFI Lesson Plans: 
The fourth edition of our CFI Lesson Plans 
are available now!
 

Purchase now.

CFII Lesson Plans: 
Our IFR Lesson Plans are available now!

Purchase now.

Get the latest copies by contacting: 
Info@cfibootcamp.com
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PAPER VS. ELECTRONIC ON PRACTICAL TEST

There continues to be push back from certain DPEs regarding what is allowed to be 
used on a practical test in terms of FAA handbooks, ACs, Chart Supplements and so on.  
There are many DPEs that insist on paper for almost everything.  I was asked recently to 
quote any guidance that the FAA has regarding this and the only things I came up with 
were the AC that addresses using electronic flight bags to replace paper charts and the 
checklist in the current ACSs that state next to the item, “Paper or Electronic”.  In the 
case of Chart Supplements, there is no mention of paper or electronic, so many DPEs 
insist that this item must be paper.  

There are so many flaws in the paper logic that it makes me crazy to try to explain to 
DPEs that paper is not better and that the way you are testing this is NOT the way that 
pilot will fly or acquire additional aeronautical knowledge.

Why, for example, does a DPE insist on a manually drawn flight plan using a mechanical 
E6B, a Plotter and a paper sectional chart?  This pilot will never use an E6B or paper 
chart again after becoming certificated.  So, what happened to those 5 to 10 hours of 
cross-country training time that I had to teach the student to use an E6B and paper.  
Gone.  I could have, instead, showed the student how to use ForeFlight, making sure 
there were backups, contingencies and best practices.  All of the arguments for paper 
would have been taught away in those same 5 to 10 hours and my student, now new 
pilot, would be far better equipped to use the iPad and ForeFlight that they just bought 
the day after the checkride.

https://cfibootcamp.kartra.com/page/power-hour-Lessons
http://www.cfibootcamp.com/shop
https://www.cfibootcamp.com/fundamentals-of-instruction-cfi-workbook
https://www.cfibootcamp.com/fundamentals-of-instruction-cfi-workbook
https://www.cfibootcamp.com/cfi-lesson-plans
https://www.cfibootcamp.com/ifr-lesson-plans
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PAPER VS. ELECTRONIC ON PRACTICAL TEST - CONTINUED P.2

In terms of the Chart Supplements.  Aren’t we supposed to be flying with current charts and information?  What is the source for 
the Chart Supplements that the FAA uses in contracting printing services?  Digital of course.  Exactly the same source that they are 
insisting we can’t use.  This borders on ridiculous.  My iPad App ASA FAR/AIM is up to date all the time.  If I want even more frequent 
updates, I can subscribe to a Jeppesen service and get that even more frequently.  How about those paper FAR/AIMs?  How often is 
there an update?

I think the reason that some DPEs insist on paper and E6Bs is because it’s what they know.  Many go home after doing tests and do 
other things and never keep current with what’s being used today.  So, they aren’t comfortable with this.  Continuing education is part 
of what makes a flight instructor, which they all are, a professional.  See the Aviation Instructor’s Handbook, Chapter 8 – Instructor 
Responsibilities and Professionalism.  It’s there under professionalism.  Amazingly, this is required to be tested on any CFI initial prac-
tical test.  It’s in the Flight Instructor Airplane Single Engine PTS, Area of Operation I, Task E.

What should be happening is not.  DPE standardization from the FAA, not individual FSDOs.  There is a group at Oklahoma City, AFS-
640 with that title.  Why is this matter and many things like it left for an individual DPE or FSDO to decide?

There are no parallels in other industries, like medicine.  When something better comes along, they just use that not what was.  It’s 
akin to an anesthesiologist saying that the new technology in the brain wave monitoring equipment might fail so instead of doing that 
we’ll just go back to Ether.  

So, what can be done?  Well, I’m trying to convince one of the groups that represents us to take this on and use their connections with 
AFS-600 and 640 to actually standardize something.  We will see how that goes.  More later.
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SIGNIFICANT UPDATES TO CFI BOOTCAMPS RESOURCES ARE BEING UPDATED AND RELEASED SOON!

We have been spending a huge amount of time going through all of our resources, updating them, fixing formatting, changing for-
matting, you name it.  Some sections have even been rewritten.  The Self-study guide for the online course has been modified to 
reflect the new Aviation Instructor’s Handbook and our Workbook is reformatted and is in line with the new handbook as well.

Teach Brief-Fly! had 1248 changes.  Whew…Fortunately, some were minor.

We expect to release new versions of these books in the next two to three weeks, in approximately this order:

1. Self-Study Guide for the Online Course (Realignment to the new FAA handbook).
2. CFI Workbook (Realignment to the new FAA handbook, question rewrites and changes to references to questions, scenarios and 

assessments).
3. Teach Brief-Fly! (Instructor edition) (Rewrites here and there and formatting, typos and grammar).
4. Teach Brief-Fly! Student companion guide.  (Alignment to the new Airplane Flying Handbook).
5. Endorsements and Scenarios (Corrections to some solutions in the scenarios and fixes of typos and grammar).
6. Checkride Quick Self Study Guide (Corrections to FARs you must know, realignment of FOI Flash cards, and grammar and typo 

fixes)
7. Flight Instructor Lesson Plans (Some new content, some rewrites, formatting, typo and grammar corrections.)
8. NEW:  The Pilot’s Diet First Edition.

If you purchased any of the above within a year you will get new versions for free.  If you have Teach Brief-Fly! Instructor or Student 
Guide you will get new copies no matter when you purchased these.
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“FLIGHT TRAINING THE WAY I SEE IT”

“Flight Training the way I see it” is a monthly podcast covering news, tips and option.  Previous episodes are available on spotify, 
apple podcast and anywhere you typcially go to hear one.  You can click on the audio player above to listen to the latest episode. 

MULTI-ENGINE FLYING TIPS

We are back to releasing three tips a month regarding multi-engine flying that will help with technique and safety for both 
multi-engine pilots and multi-engine instructors.  Let’s get started!

Tips:
1. Performance speeds are always above control speeds.  If you don’t violate a performance speed, you won’t have control 

issues.  This is why you are instructed to use Vyse when an engine fails.
2. Never fly slower than Vxse, unless landing, or at an altitude above 3000 AGL when practicing slow flight or stalls.  Vxse is the 

minimum speed the airplane is capable of accelerating on a single engine.
3. Always think, then act.  Never just react.

More pro-tips in the next addition.
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INTERESTED IN TEACHING A CFI BOOTCAMP 7-DAY CLASS IN YOUR AREA?

We are actively looking for business opportunities in major markets in the US where there is a lot of flight training going on.  

We have completed our “Press and Play” Syllabus for our 7-day class that lets any qualified instructor teach a CFI Bootcamp at their 
location.  It comes with a lesson plan for every hour, all of our custom resources, PPTs, Videos etc. all embedded in the “Press and 
Play” syllabus.

We will also provide training and support for these classes.  

Happy to share our business model with people or flight schools that have enough of this kind of business or want to have this kind 
of business.

Email me directly if you have an interest to mike@cfibootcamp.com

https://www.bootcamp-plus.com/flight-training-the-way-i-see-it
https://open.spotify.com/episode/2wa9fmdgrtGcJ6ZIqtqIOr?si=2e3c0ceda8964cbd

